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I have demonstrated the existence of a tight correlation between the mass, radius, central density, and
pressure of maximum-mass neutron stars modeled using diverse baryonic equations of state. A possible
explanation for these correlations is provided. Simple analytic forms of such correlations are suggested and
compared with observational constraints on the maximum mass of neutron stars and their radii. This gives a
valuable tool to constrain maximum pressure and density that could be reached in stable neutron stars,
assuming their equation of state is baryonic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of many efforts to explore the equation of state
(EoS) and other properties of matter in the cores of neutron
stars (NSs), the problem remains unsolved [1], especially at
densities ρ≳ 3ρ0, where ρ0 ¼ 2.8 × 1014 g cm−3 is the
density of the symmetric nuclear matter at saturation.
A relationship between the EoS and observable proper-

ties of slowly rotating NSs (considered here), such as the
gravitational mass M and circumferential radius R, can be
calculated by solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff
(TOV) equations [2,3]. The solution predicts the existence
of the maximum mass M� of stable NSs. The correspond-
ing radius R� is usually minimal for the NSs with a given
EoS. The central density ρc� of the maximum-mass NS is
the maximum density reachable in NS interiors. Due to the
strong degeneracy of the NS matter, many parameters x� of
the maximum-mass NSs, such as the central pressure Pc�
and the central speed of sound csc�, can be unambiguously
expressed through ρc�, x� ¼ x�ðρc�Þ. Another property is
that the Oppenheimer-Volkoff (OV) map [from PðρÞ to
RðMÞ using the TOV equations] is a bijection [4]: for a
given M − R relation, one can unambiguously derive a
central density ρc and pressure Pc for each NS with a mass
M and thus, reconstruct PðρÞ.
There are several theoretical constraints on the properties

of the maximum-mass NSs (see Ref. [1] for a compre-
hensive review). One of them follows from the causality
condition csc� < c (c is the speed of light), which is
necessary but not sufficient. First, cs may be nonmonotonic
with ρ (although typically csc� is the maximum cs at
ρ ≤ ρc�). Second, strictly speaking, there should be cs < c
at any ρ, both greater and less than ρc�. However, it can be

argued (e.g., Refs. [5,6]) that the validity of an EoS model
should be evaluated only at ρ ≤ ρc�.
The most reliable observational constraints on the

properties of the maximum-mass NSs come from accurate
mass determinations of massive pulsars in compact bina-
ries, e.g., the PSR J0348þ 0432 with M¼2.01�0.04M⊙
[7] and the PSR J0740þ 6620withM ¼ 2.14þ0.10

−0.09 M⊙ [8].
These values should place a lower limit onM�. An opposite
restriction comes from the GW170817 event [9], observed
as a gravitational-wave signal from a NS-NS merger, and
its electromagnetic counterpart. Simultaneous analysis of
these data gives [10] an upper limit,M� < 2.16þ0.17

−0.15 M⊙. It
is currently reasonable to constrain the NS maximum mass
as 1.97 M⊙ < M� < 2.33 M⊙ and treat the EoS models
with M� < 1.97 M⊙ as unrealistic.
There exist many diverse NS EoS models (see, e.g.,

Refs. [6,11]). However, Lindblom [12] developed a spectral
representation for physically motivated ρðPÞ functions. He
showed that, for a wide class of EoS models, a few terms of
the spectral expansion are sufficient to accurately approxi-
mate the P − ρ dependence in the NS core. In particular, an
approximation by first two terms has a 3%–8% root mean
square (rms) relative error. The set of 34 EoSs considered in
Ref. [12] contains nucleon, hyperon, meson-condensate,
quark, and hybrid models. A maximum relative error of
about 20% emerges for the models with a strong phase
transition in the NS core.
In other words, for many diverse EoSs, to a good

approximation their P − ρ relations belong to a single
two-parameter family. This means, owing to the bijectivity
of the OVmap, that for a wide class of EoS models, the sets
of points ðM;R; ρc; Pc;…Þ approximately form a family of
two-parametric multidimensional curves. Therefore, for
each x ¼ ρc; Pc;…, the 3D-points ðM�; R�; x�Þ approxi-
mately form a single surface.*ddofengeim@gmail.com
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In this work, I have shown that for a wide class of
baryonic EoSs (wider than in Ref. [12]) such surfaces
indeed exist and can be fitted by analytic expressions.
Combining these fits with several constraints on M�, R�,
and their relations to x�, one can obtain novel restrictions
on the properties of superdense matter in the maximum-
mass NSs.

II. ANALYTIC FITS

Instead of using a specific two-parameter family of EoSs,
I have collected 50 EoS models of superdense nuclear
matter based on a diverse microphysics input. If the desired
correlations are found, it would mean that PðρÞ relations for
this EoS set can be viewed as a single two-parametric
function family.
The collected set contains: 17 PAL- [13] and PAPAL-like

[14] EoSs, used [15] for studying NS cooling; BPAL12,
BGN1,2, BGN1,2H1,2, and BBB1,2 models (e.g., Ref. [6],
Chap. 6); the APR EoS [16] and four of its HHJ-like [17]
modifications, APR I–IV [18,19]; the SLy4 EoS [20];
BSk19–22,24–26 EoSs [21,22]; BHF EoS from Ref. [23];
the NL3, NL3ωρ, and DDME2 models from Ref. [24]; the
GM1A, GM1’B, and TM1C EoSs [25]; hyperonic NL3ωρ
EoS [26]; the FSU2H EoS [27]; and, finally, two models of
free neutron and neutron-proton-electron gases (e.g.,
Ref. [28]), glued to the BSk24 crust near the neutron-drip
point.
All these EoSs have a crust, the models for which are

also different. Details of crust models and crust-core
matching are discussed in the references on specific
EoSs cited above but seem insignificant for the maxi-
mum-mass NSs, which have a very thin crust. To empha-
size the universality of the correlations (see below), both
old and modern models are included in the EoS set. Some
of the modern EoSs, like BSk24, BHF, and FSU2H, are
consistent with the constraints inferred from a simultaneous
analysis of nuclear-physical and astrophysical data (e.g.,
with the results of Refs. [29,30]). Among the 50 selected
EoSs, 40 are subluminal (obey the causality condition),
csc� < c, while the others are superluminal (acasual); 24
models have realistically high maximum masses,
M� > 1.97 M⊙, the rest of them do not; and 9 of them
have hyperons in the NS cores, the remaining 41 are
nucleonic. None of them allows for a phase transition to
exotic matter (a meson condensate or deconfined quarks).
Within this EoS set, M� varies from ∼0.7 to ∼2.8 M⊙, R�
ranges from ∼8.5 to ∼13.5 km and csc�=c from 0.35 to
1.25. The set contains the EoSs that satisfy and disobey the
realistic criteria of causality and having a high enough M�.
This is necessary since I will substitute the fits into the
equations like csc�ðM�; R�Þ ¼ c, etc., and prefer to make
the edges of the fitting domain to be distant from a solution
of these equations.
The correlations in question x�ðM�; R�Þ, with x� ¼

ρc�; Pc�; csc�, can be fitted by

x� ¼ x0

�
ax

R� cosφx þ rg� sinφx − bx

�
px

: ð1Þ

Here, rg� ¼ 2GM�=c2 (G is the gravitational constant), and
the parameters x0, px, ax, φx, bx, as well as their rms and
maximum relative fit errors are listed in Table I. The
dimensional constant x0 has been fixed; ax, bx, φx, and px
have been varied to minimize the rms. The “mixing angle”
φx has a geometric interpretation: looking at a 3D plot of
the set of points ðR�;M�; x�Þ, one can discover a plane,
parallel to the x� axis and projections of all points to this
plane approximately form a single line. Actually, this plane
is shown in Fig. 1 for the three x� types; φx is the angle
between this plane and the R� axis.
Figure 1 makes the correlations apparent and shows how

accurate the fits are. The smallest errors occur for ρc�; the
largest ones are for Pc�. The maximum errors always occur
for hyperon EoSs (the triangles in Fig. 1). Anyway, the
correlations ρc�ðM�; R�Þ and Pc�ðM�; R�Þ are tight enough
to suggest that the P − ρ relations of the 50 selected EoSs
do belong to some two-parameter family (the EoSs are
typically the worst to fit). The EoS set used here partially
overlaps with the collection from Lindblom’s work [12].
Thus hereafter I refer to this two-parameter family as to the
Lindblom family. Since csðρÞ is determined by the deriva-
tive dPðρÞ=dρ, the csðρÞ functions might form a two-
parameter family with worse accuracy. The unexpectedly
high precision of the csc�ðM�; R�Þ fit is probably because
all the 50 EoSs are baryonic, without exotic matter phases
and strong phase transitions. If the real EoS of the NS core
possesses a transition to some exotic phase at ρ < ρc�, its
csc� may deviate stronger from Eq. (1).
The relations (1) can be inverted. Namely, let us consider

the fits ρc�ðM�; R�Þ and Pc�ðM�; R�Þ as a system of
equations for M� and R�, and derive formulas for the
correlations M�ðPc�; ρc�Þ and R�ðPc�; ρc�Þ. Substituting
them into Eq. (1) for csc�, one can obtain the formula for the
correlation between the speed of sound, the pressure, and
the density in the centers of the maximum-mass NSs. The
resulting formulas for the y�ðPc�; ρc�Þ correlations, with
y� ¼ M�; R�; csc�, are

y� ¼ y0fAy½ðρ0=ρc�Þ1=1.72 cosΦy

þ ðρ0c2=Pc�Þ1=5.32 sinΦy − By�gqy : ð2Þ

TABLE I. Fit parameters in Eq. (1), rms and maximum relative
fit errors.

x� x0 ax [km] φx bx [km] px rms Max. error

ρc� ρ0 33.30 0.364 2.91 1.72 0.026 0.071
Pc� ρ0c2 10.72 −0.693 −3.90 5.32 0.081 0.23
csc� c 9.198 −0.949 −8.30 3.39 0.055 0.14
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The dimensional parameters y0 are introduced for conven-
ience and other parameters are derived from Eq. (1); all of
them are listed in Table II. These expressions are even more
accurate than Eq. (1) and this is also shown in Fig. 2. Again,
the maximum errors occur for hyperon EoSs.

III. CONSTRAINING PROPERTIES OF
MAXIMUM-MASS NEUTRON STARS

In Fig. 3, symbols mark the selected EoSs in theM� − R�
and Pc� − ρc� planes. One can see that the models which
simultaneously satisfy the causality condition csc� < c and
the observational constraint M� > 1.97 M⊙ (filled black
symbols) form a separated domain in each plane. The
boundaries of these domains can be derived analytically
using Eqs. (1) and (2), as well as some other constraints.
To map the upper boundary of the causality condition

to the M� − R� plane, one has to solve the equation
csc�ðM�;R�Þ×ð1�0.14Þ¼c, where Eq. (1) for x� ¼ csc�
is used, and the factor 1� 0.14 estimates the fit error. The
solution is

M�=M⊙ − 0.243R�=ð1 kmÞ ≈ −0.37� 0.16: ð3Þ

Similarly, to get the upper limit of the causality condition in
the Pc� − ρc� plane, one should substitute Eq. (2) into the
equation csc�ðPc�; ρc�Þ × ð1� 0.07Þ ¼ c (with a 7% fit
error). Its solution is

�
ρ0c2

Pc�

�
1=5.32

− 0.813

�
ρ0
ρc�

�
1=1.72

≈ 0.510� 0.016: ð4Þ

The mean values of the upper limits (3) and (4) are plotted
in Fig. 3 by solid lines. Shaded semitransparent strips
around these lines reflect fit uncertainties. The shading
transparency decreases towards the acasual area.
If one does not rely on the csc� fits, a more reliable (but

less stringent) constraint can be derived using fit (1) for Pc�
and fit (2) forM�. One can apply these fits to the restrictions
imposed by the maximally compact EoS (e.g., Sec. 2.2 of
Ref. [1]). This is the EoS with a zero pressure below some
threshold density ρth and P ¼ ðρ − ρthÞc2 at higher ρ. It
yields [1] upper limits of Pc� and ρc� and a lower limit of R�
for a givenM� (parametrized by ρth). Excluding ρth, we get
R� > 1.41rg� [the widely used constraint, the darkened
area in Fig. 3(a)] and Pc� < 32.9ρ0c2ðM⊙=M�Þ2. Applying
the latter limit1 to fits (1) and (2), new constraints are
obtained on the properties of maximum-mass NSs. Upper
boundaries of these constraints satisfy the equations

FIG. 1. Fitted correlations between M�, R�, and ρc� (left), Pc� (middle), and csc� (right) described by Eq. (1) (solid lines). Here.
R�
mixx ¼ R� cosφx þ rg� sinφx for x� ¼ ρc�; Pc�; csc�, and φx is given in Table I for each x�. Symbols refer to selected EoSs. Filled/open

symbols show subluminal/superluminal models (þ=− signs in the “csc” column in the legend). Black/grey symbols mark the EoSs
that obey/disobey the condition M� ≥ 1.97 M⊙ (þ=− in the “M” column). Circles/triangles correspond to the nucleon/hyperon EoSs
(−=þ in the “H” column). Bottom plots show relative fit errors.

TABLE II. Parameters in Eq. (2), rms, and maximum relative
deviations.

y� y0 Ay Φy By qy rms Max. error

M� M⊙ 10.71 −0.373 −0.214 1 0.010 0.031
R� 1 km 24.82 0.178 −0.0218 1 0.014 0.034
csc� c −1.668 −0.888 0.204 −3.39 0.028 0.067

1In Ref. [1], the coefficient is 34.1 since the authors use
ρ0 ¼ 2.7 × 1014 g cm−3. The maximum compactness condition
also gives the relation between ρc� and M�, but it appears less
restrictive in the ranges shown in Fig. 3.
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Pc�ðM�; R�Þ × ð1� 0.2Þ ¼ 32.9ρ0c2ðM⊙=M�Þ2; ð5Þ

M�ðPc�; ρc�Þ × ð1� 0.03Þ ¼ ð32.9ρ0c2=Pc�Þ1=2: ð6Þ

Again, the factors ð1�…Þ account for fit errors. The
solutions to these equations are shown in Fig. 3 by long-
dashed lines. They are somewhat less stringent than the
direct causality conditions with the upper boundaries (3)

FIG. 2. Correlations between Pc�, ρc� and M� (left), R� (middle), and csc� (right) described by Eq. (2) (solid lines). Here, χmixy ¼
ðρ0=ρc�Þ1=1.72 cosΦy þ ðρ0c2=Pc�Þ1=5.32 sinΦy for y� ¼ M�; R�; csc�, and Φy is given in Table II for each y�. Symbols refer to selected
EoSs with the same legend as in Fig. 1.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Constraining properties of the maximum-mass NSs on the (a) M� − R� and (b) Pc� − ρc� planes. Symbols mark the ðM�; R�Þ
and ðPc�; ρc�Þ points for the EoSs used to calibrate the fits (1) and (2); the notations are the same as in Fig. 1. The darkened domain in
panel (a) is excluded directly due to maximum compactness. The solid lines show the upper limit of the causality constraint [Eq. (3) in
(a) and Eq. (4) in (b)]. The long-dashed lines are for the upper limits of the maximum compactness condition combined with the fits (1)
and (2) [Eq. (5) in (a) and Eq. (6) in (b)]. The short-dashed and dot-dashed lines show (a) the boundaries of the observational constraints
on M� and (b) their mapping by Eq. (7). The double-dot-dashed lines are the lower limits of the constraint (8) by Bauswein et al.,
Ref. [31]. For each line, the surrounding shaded areas show estimated fit uncertainties. For each strip, the shading transparency decreases
towards an area forbidden by a corresponding condition. The hatched area is the domain allowed by all the constraints applied together.
See text for details.
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and (4). However, they are still more restrictive than
the direct maximum compactness M� − R� condition.
The boundaries of the observational constraints 1.97 M⊙ <
M� < 2.33 M⊙ are shown in Fig. 3 by the short-dashed and
dot-dashed lines. To plot them in the Pc� − ρc� plane, one
should use fit (2) forM�. It yields the Pc� − ρc� relation for
a fixed maximum mass,

ðρ0c2=Pc�Þ1=5.32 − 2.56ðρ0=ρc�Þ1=1.72
≈ 0.587 − 0.256M�=M⊙ × ð1� 0.03Þ; ð7Þ

where the factor 1� 0.03 accounts for the errors.
Another constraint was reported by Bauswein et al. [31],

who based it on the evidence that there was no direct black
hole formation in the GW170817 event, and the merger
remnantwas stable at least for 10ms. This restricts the binary
mass threshold for a prompt collapse,Mthres>Mbinþ0.1M⊙,
whereMbin ¼ 2.74þ0.04

−0.01 M⊙ is the initialmass of thismerged
binary [9]. Then the authors of Ref. [31] used an EoS-
independent approximate relation between Mthres, M�, and
R� to get some bounds on the latter quantity. Below we will
use their formula with the lower credible limit for Mbin,

ð2.43 − 1.69rg�=R�ÞM� > 2.83 M⊙: ð8Þ

In Fig. 3(a), a lower boundary of this condition is shown by
the double-dot-dashed line. It ismappedpoint-by-point to the
Pc� − ρc� plane [the double-dot-dashed line in Fig. 3(b)]
using fits (1),withPc� andρc� uncertainties estimated as 20%
and 7%, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Equations (1) and (2) fit the correlations between the
quantitiesM�,R�,Pc�, ρc�, and csc� for variousmodels of the
maximum-massNSs. These fits are calibrated for a particular
set of EoSs, which is wide enough to validate the suggestion
that the correlations really exist, at least for the baryonic NS
models. Their existence indicates that the P − ρ relations
for the chosen EoSs approximately form a family of
two-parameter functions. Similar result were obtained by
Lindblom [12] for another set of EoSs, which partially
overlaps with the collection used here. Thus, I assume that
the P − ρ relations of my EoS selection and of the
Lindblom’s one belong to the same two-parameter family,
which I then call “the Lindblom two-parameter family”.
Equations (1) and (2) allow one to calculate any

quantity—M�, R�, Pc�, ρc�, or csc�, if any other two are
already known. In particular, these formulas give a point-
by-point correspondence between the planes M� − R� and
Pc� − ρc�. If one has some constraint on the properties of
the maximum-mass NSs, relating two of these five quan-
tities, one can immediately translate this constraint to the
other quantities. This gives a new method to explore the
properties of the maximum-mass NSs. I have applied this

method to several known constraints on the maximum-
mass NSs and showed that it indeed allows one to derive
new constraints on the properties of such stars.
Let us clarify the physical meaning of these constraints

focusing, for instance, on Eq. (3). It implies that if an EoS
belongs to the Lindblom two-parameter family, its
ðM�; R�Þ point in Fig. 3(a) should be below the boundary
given by Eq. (3). This “if” is very important. One should
bear in mind that the correlations (1), which are basic for
the constraint (3), reflect the properties of many theoretical
EoSs. Although the EoS collection is large and represen-
tative, its properties are not a physical law. There can be
other EoS models violating the correlations, and the real
EoS of NS matter does not necessarily obey these corre-
lations. The same “if” concerns all other constraints derived
using fits (1) or (2). If further investigations of NS EoSs
indicate that correlations (1) and (2) are violated, it will
suggest that the real EoS is different from the Lindblom
family.
Moreover, among fits (1), the csc�ðM�; R�Þ fit is the least

reliable (see above). Hence, one may expect the causality
condition to be the least reliable among all the restrictions
plotted in Fig. 3. However, if PðρÞ significantly deviates
from the Lindblom two-parameter family and violates the
correlations, the EoS will likely be softer than stiffer. Then
the solid lines in Fig. 3 give at least an upper estimate of the
“true” causality condition, and the restrictions that use this
dependence remain valid.
If, however, the causality constraint obtained with the

csc�ðM�; R�Þ fit is accepted, it gives a novel restriction on
the possible M − R range for NSs (not only for the
maximum-mass ones). The area on the M − R plane above
the solid line (accounting for the uncertainties) should be
excluded from this range. This would extend the domain
forbidden by general relativity and causality, making it
wider than the common condition R < 1.41 × 2GM=c2

described above.
Combining all the conditions in Fig. 3 together gives a

tight constraint on the domains where the points ðM�; R�Þ
and ðPc�; ρc�Þ can reside, if an EoS belongs to the Lindblom
two-parameter family (the hatched areas between the solid,
short-dashed, dash-dotted, and double-dot-dashed lines in
Fig. 3). In particular, this yields R� ≳ 9.6 km [similar to
Ref. [31], which employed Eq. (8) only], ρc� ≲ 12ρ0,
and Pc� ≲ 7ρ0c2.
Future observations of high-mass pulsars and NS-NS

mergers may give new constraints on M� and set stronger
constraints on Mthres, increasing the right-hand side of the
condition (8). In addition, one may prefer to consider the
already-existing constraints onM� as more restrictive (e.g.,
2.05 M⊙ ≤ M� ≤ 2.17 M⊙, as it could be deduced from
Refs. [8,32]). Then the above analysis would yield more
strict constraints on Pc� and ρc�.
Projecting the hatched area from Fig. 3(b) to the plane

where full PðρÞ curves are plotted, one can use this area to
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constrain the NS EoS. Namely, the EoS curve has to pass
through this domain (and the segment of the curve after
passing the domain is not actual for stable NSs).
Furthermore, let us compare the solid and short-dashed

lines from Fig. 3(b) (causality and high-enough-mass
conditions) with the PðρÞ curves for the selected EoSs.
Apparently, if an EoS has the ðPc�; ρc�Þ point between
these two lines (as plotted by a black filled symbol in
Fig. 3), then the PðρÞ curve of this EoS intersects neither
the solid nor the short-dashed line at 3ρ0 ≲ ρ < ρc�. Having
no strict proof, I consider this fact as a viable assumption.
Then the area between the solid and dashed lines forms the
(P, ρ) domain that fundamentally can be reached in NSs
at ρ > 3ρ0.
Although no exotic phases of matter are allowed in the

selected 50 EoSs, such exotic EoSs belong usually to the
Lindblom two-parameter family within the same range of
errors in the P − ρ space. Thus, I expect that the proposed
fits are good for describing properties of NSs containing
exotic matter (except, maybe, those for csc�). This allows
one to speculate that the inferred limits on ρ and P are the

density and pressure values, fundamentally reachable in
any stable stellar object.
There are still many problems to be solved. One of them

is the two-parameter nature of the EoS set. Another concern
is that the object of this study is not a natural physical
phenomenon, but a diverse family of theoretical EoSs.
However, the most modern models in this family are widely
expected to have PðρÞ dependence reasonably close to that
of the real EoS. If so, the presented results are also realistic.
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